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Abstract
The article comprises a definition of methodological features of economic analysis at various stages of reorganisation of legal
entities. The paper used the abstract-logical method. The basic stages of reorganisation of legal entities: preliminary,
preparatory, registration, final. The main directions of economic analysis for each stage of reorganisation, its goals, objectives,
information base and methodological issues were identified and justified. The basic stages of reorganisation of legal entities
related to certain management decisions, control and analytical work. The main features of analytical work at various stages of
reorganisation were defined. There will be a choice of optimum management decisions based on results of analytical work
when deciding on reorganisation, optimum forms of its implementation and process of its implementation.
Keywords: restructuring, reorganisation stages, economic analysis, financial model of the effects of the reorganisation

1. Introduction
Russian legislation stipulates five basic forms of reorganisation of legal entities: consolidation, merger, separation,
division and transformation [1]. A feature of the process of reorganisation of organisations is that the transfer of rights and
obligations of the legal entity is made in full, without any exemptions and exceptions under the act of transfer or
separation balance sheet. Reorganisation is an economic process that causes a termination of the legal entity, with the
transfer of all its rights and obligations to one or more new legal entities, or the emergence of a new legal entity with a
direct link to it and the rights and obligations of the legal entity continue to exist [2, 3].
In our opinion, it is appropriate to present a process of reorganisation in the form of successive stages (Figure 1),
each of which includes relevant activities.
In scientific literature, there are various approaches to the separation of the process of reorganisation into separate
stages [4, 5, 6]. So, from the point of view of personnel management during reorganisation, it is appropriate to highlight
the following stages: creating the image of a "desired future", planning the reorganisation process, the start of changes,
support for reorganisation, mobilisation, and update [7].

Fig.1. Sequence of stages in the process of reorganisation.
The legal procedure for reorganisation consists of the following stages: decision on the reorganisation, notice to the
registering authority to initiate the procedure of reorganisation, sending Unified State Register of Legal Entities
incorporation records starting the reorganisation procedure, the publication of the notice of the procedure to the media,
written notice to creditors, the composition of the separation balance sheet or the act of transfer, cancellation of
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registration with the tax office and the old legal entities and registration of new and closing the old settlement accounts
and registration with the registering body regarding the newly created legal entities and deregistration of that which
ceases to exist, and other necessary actions [8].
However, from the point of view of targeting the economic challenges facing the organisation at any given point in
time, there is a need for various management decisions, and the stages we have proposed are optimal [9, 10].
2. Theory
The preliminary stage includes activities to prepare for the adoption of decisions on reorganisation and a meeting of
members (shareholders) of the company. The preliminary stage ends with holding a general meeting of members
(shareholders) of the company about the reorganisation of the company and decision to reorganise.
At the preparatory stage, participants (shareholders) are redeemed of shares in relation to their exit as the owners
of the company, the tax authority is notified, work with creditors takes place, and there is an inventory of assets and
liabilities of the reorganised company, along with preparation of the separation balance sheet. The preparatory phase
ends with the compilation of the separation balance sheet date or transfer act. The registration stage consists of the state
registration procedure of the reorganisation. At the final stage of reorganisation, the final preparation is made of financial
statements, preparation of transfer certificates of assets and liabilities, and the preparation of introductory accounting.
The final stage of ends with the approval date of the introductory accounting.
Each of the selected stages is associated with certain management decisions, control and analytical work [11, 12,
19]. Thus, the reorganisation of enterprises is a complex process in which there is a need for analysis. The company's
activities, both before the reorganisation and after, are aimed at obtaining a specific result, depending on the resources
available to the organisation, the extent of risk management, and the state of the external and internal environment of the
firm. As a result of the influence of many factors of various characters, the results are often different from those projected.
In this connection, a number of issues appear that without analysis are quite difficult to resolve: reasons for this situation,
the development of solutions to address shortcomings, and selecting the optimum option.
In our view, analysis of economic activity is an important stage in the decision of any administrative decision, and it
acquires special importance in the preparation and implementation of reorganisation [13, 18]. The essence of the
economic analysis is integrated study of the organisation in accordance with its objectives, but at the same time, as a
result of the analysis, new information appears, which is later used in the management of the company.
In general terms, any method of analysis is methodological advice on analytical studies and includes the following
stages:
 formulation of the main goals and objectives of the analysis, and the definition of objects and users of the
analysis;
 compilation of indicators that will be analysed;
 identification of sources of data for analysis;
 selection of methods and techniques to be used for analytical processing of information.
It should be noted that the choice whichever methods of analysis will depend on the purpose, depth of analysis,
object of research and technical possibilities.
As already noted, the reorganisation process should be presented in the form of successive stages, including
individual measures, namely: preliminary, preparatory, registration, final.
At the preliminary stage, in our opinion, it is necessary to conduct a study and analysis of the desirability and
feasibility of the reorganisation, and select the optimum form of reorganisation. The success of the reorganisation
proceedings depends on the state of the company's equipment, the availability of modern production technologies,
competitive products, the reality of covering debt, and the possibility of reorganisation of the production process and
business management system. In our opinion, at this stage, you should use methods and techniques of management
analysis designed to provide administrative staff organizing the information needed to manage and monitor the activities
of the organisation. Management analysis is mainly associated with the study of primary information about production and
costs.
The main objectives of the analysis at this stage include:
 definition of the organisational and technical capacities of the reorganised company, product competitiveness,
and the state of the market;
 analysis of the possibilities of increasing the volume of production and sales, and accelerating sales of
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products through reorganisation;
 assessment of the possible results of the reorganised production enterprises, forecasting indicators such as
costs, sales and profits;
 decision on the reorganisation and determination of the optimum form of reorganisation;
 development of a strategy of cost management to reorganise businesses by deviations, cost centres and
responsibility.
At this stage, it is obligatory to pay attention to the analysis of the input during the reorganisation of changes and
assess their effectiveness in terms of taxation. The main objective here is to determine how best to implement the
planned changes, which can be solved with the use of elements of strategic tax planning.
In our opinion, at the preliminary stage of reorganisation, development of a unified methodology for assessing the
capabilities and effectiveness of the reorganisation is not expedient. The main reasons for the reorganisation may be:
- forced reorganisation;
- improvement of the management structure of the enterprise;
- allocation of structural units and individual process units in the independent legal entities;
- optimisation of tax payments;
- disagreements between the founders and others.
Depending on the reasons for the reorganisation, the methodological approaches to internal analysis will vary.
In the preparatory phase of reorganisation, depending on the chosen form, compilation of the transfer certificate or
separation balance sheet is carried out. This stage ends with the presentation of necessary documents to the registration
authorities.
This stage is characterized by active work of the reorganised company with debtors, creditors, debt reconciliation
with suppliers and customers, and negotiation of debt payments to the budget and extrabudgetary funds. During this
period, disputed debts may be experienced, for example, non-recognition of debt by debtors or creditors presenting
increased requirements, as well as the detection of errors in accounting as unpresented invoices, or other operations not
carried out.
In our opinion, at this stage, analysis of the financial condition is particularly important, which is characterized by
providing a company the financial resources necessary for normal functioning of the enterprise, the feasibility and
effectiveness of deployment and use, and solvency and financial stability of the organisation.
As a rule, two types of financial analysis are distinguished: internal and external.
Internal financial analysis is performed by services of a company, and its main purpose is to ensure the normal
operation of the business, a profit, and the exclusion of bankruptcy. The information base of such analysis is quite wide
and includes any information circulating within the enterprise and needed to make management decisions. In the context
of the reorganisation, such analysis is required in the preparation of the transfer certificate or separation balance sheet to
assess the current and future financial condition of the reorganised organisation.
External analysis is carried out by investors, creditors, and regulatory authorities on the basis of published reports.
Its purpose is the opportunity for profitable investment with maximum profits and minimal risk. In our opinion, in the
process of reorganisation, the main users of the information obtained in the course of the financial analysis are not only
the owners, but also the creditors of the reorganised enterprise.
In accordance with the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, it is necessary to notify all creditors of the
reorganised company about the upcoming reorganisation. Creditors of the organisation have the right to require early
termination or performance of the obligations of the Company, not later than thirty days from the date of such notice or
publication of the notice of the reorganisation. When deciding on early claims on repayment of obligations of the
reorganised companies, lenders require information on the financial status of the reorganised enterprise.
Economic literature identifies two main approaches to the analysis of the financial condition of the organisation
[14]. Depending on the goals set, as well as informational, temporary, technical and other factors released, rapid analysis
of financial conditions and detailed analysis of financial conditions are separated. The main purpose of rapid analysis
based on financial statements is clear and simple evaluation of the financial prosperity and development dynamics of the
economic entity. Rapid analysis can end with withdrawal of the need for more in-depth and detailed analysis of the
financial position and results.
In general, the programme of in-depth analysis of financial and economic activity of the enterprise, in addition to
prior review of the economic and financial situation of the organisation, includes the following sections: assessment of
property, liquidity, financial stability, business activity, and profitability of the commercial organisation in the securities
market [15, 16, 17].
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In our view, for initial assessment of the financial situation of the reorganised enterprise, relative liquidity and
financial stability should be used. At the same time, comparison with normative values used for the particular industry and
benchmarks of the reorganised company should be used. Such information will enable creditors of reorganised entities to
decide on the expediency of early requirements for return of debt.
3. Results
In this way, the ratio of the stages of the process of reorganisation with the tools of economic analysis used in each of
them is represented in Table 1.
Table 1. Features of economic analysis at each stage of the reorganisation process
Reorganisation
process stage

Characterisation of the reorganisation
process stage

Preliminary stage

Preparations for the adoption of decisions
on reorganisation, and of meeting
participants (shareholders) staging the
general meeting and the decision on
reorganisation.

Preparatory

Redemption of the participants
(shareholders) of shares in connection with
their exit of the proprietors of the company,
notification to the tax authorities, work with
creditors on inventory of property and
liabilities of the reorganised company and
preparation of the separation balance
sheet.

Registration
Final

Procedure of state registration of
reorganisation.
Preparation of financial statements,
compilation of the transfer certificate of
assets and liabilities, preparation of the
initial accounts.

Methods and economic analysis used in each
stage
Study and analysis of the desirability and
feasibility of reorganisation, the choice of
optimum form of reorganisation, the use of
methods and techniques of management
analysis necessary for the management
organisation of information needed to manage
and monitoring activities of the organisation.
Analysis of the input during the reorganisation of
changes and evaluation of their effectiveness in
terms of taxation, and definition of the most
efficient ways of implementing the planned
changes, which can be solved with the use of
elements of strategic tax planning.
Analysis of the financial condition, which is
characterized by providing a company the
financial resources necessary for normal
functioning of the enterprise, the feasibility and
effectiveness of deployment and use, and
solvency and financial stability of the
organisation.
Comparison with normative values used for the
particular industry and benchmarks of the
reorganised company.
Compliance with state deadlines and additional
analytical procedures are not stipulated.
Analysis of current economic effects of the
reorganisation, provision of comparability of
financial statements, which act as a source of
information for analysis.

4. Conclusions
The effectiveness and expediency of the reorganisation can only be assessed after a certain period when comparative
financial analysis of the reorganised companies, before and after the reorganisation has been done. However, ideally
before reorganisation, it is necessary to draw up a financial model of the effects of the reorganisation, which can help
resolve several problems: form a forecast of financial and economic indicators as a result of the organisation of the
various options for reorganisation, to simulate the reporting of organisation in these cases, assess the possible legal,
economic and other risks to budget expenditures for the reorganisation procedure, and establish a system of benchmarks
to assess the achievements of the objectives and requirements of the owners of the results of the process reorganisation.
Work on the compilation of the financial model of consequences of reorganisation will without doubt provide economic
benefit, as will reduce the uncertainty of the economic situation of the company in the new organisational conditions.
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